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Subdomains in JMS but without primary domain
Posted by azurelink - 2015/03/23 18:36
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin -- 

Here is an interesting question: 

I have a number of subdomain sites that I need to bring into JMS, but I don't want to bring the primary
domain into JMS. Can that be done. The subdomains are not registered .com domains. Just setup on
the current server. So we need to keep the ability access them through the current URL.  

For example: 

The subdomains are now currently like this: 

http://subdomain1.mydomain.com 
http://subdomain2.mydomain.com 
http://subdomain3.mydomain.com 

But the JMS site URL is: 

http://www.mydomain.net 

Is it possible to have the subdomain URLs which end with .com point to the JMS with .net (on a different
server (different IP), same network)? 

Again, I do not what to bring mydomain.com into the JMS, if I can avoid it. (I could bring it onto the same
server, if needed, but the subdomains must be in the JMS. 

I hope that is clearly explained.

============================================================================

Re: Subdomains in JMS but without primary domain
Posted by edwin2win - 2015/03/24 13:45
_____________________________________

Create a synonym for a subdomain on an existing domain is possible but the website must be on the
same server and use the same master. 
In JMS template, you can also create an alias directory where you could make your subdomain directory
that is a link to your slave site directory. 
So that, you can make you subdomain.domain.com directory located on your server to be a synonym of
the domain.net/slavesite (or other slave site URL). 

Your question seems to make reference to different servers. 

The IP is not a key element for JMS. This is DNS related. 
JMS works with files and folders that must be shared on the disk between the slave and the master. 
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The fact that the DNS is declared on another server is not a problem as long as your apache is configure
to recognize the subdomain on your server. 

So you must distinguish the DNS from apache with the location on the disk and JMS that use the apache
"document root" location. 
The public IPs are used to identify the server. 
Apache make the relationship between the domain (or subdomain) and the "document root" location on
the disk. 
JMS create links inside the apache domain/subdomain "docuemnt root" directory and the master
localisation (directory) 

We have case (including ourself) where we have DNS that is manage from our registrar infrastructure
instead of our server. 

If the IP are "private/intranet IPs", you can also setup JMS with those IP in the url as well as port
number. 

I hope this will help you configure correctly your DNS, apache and finally JMS deploy directories.

============================================================================
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